
THE WHOLLY WHORE
TANTRIC YOGA & ART RETREAT FOR WOMEN

4-7.5.2023 • BARCELONA • 750€



Enter the Temple and unfold the art of pleasure and sacred
sexuality, based on the four pillars of Tantra.

Come as you are, sister, and delight in a 4-day discovery of
healing orgasms, the gates of pleasure and the ancient wisdom of
Sacred Sex Goddesses. Harnessing a delicious blend of art,
tantra, yoga, somatic practices, breath work, tantric meditations,
sexual self-care rituals, womb voice activations, sound healings,
dance and hormone-balancing nourishment, you will be guided
to explore pleasure and play. Step into your fierce power and
learn how to channel creativity & sexuality as the language of the
feminine.

We offer this long weekend retreat for those wanting to connect
to sisterhood and themselves. To be in a nurturing space where
you can place your feet on the earth, dance under the Full Flower
moon and raise your vibration. It is a time to fully sense the
magic of who you are, embrace your wildness and ignite your life
force. 

The Wholly 
Whore Retreat.

We take you on a deep journey into pleasure
through silence, breath, movement & sound.

We practice feminine centered yoga to bring
us deep into our bodies & the gates of pleasure. 

We nourish our bodies with delicious plant
based meals and sensual eating rituals.

We learn from the mythology of Goddesses
how to practice sacred sexuality.

We channel the sexual and creative life-force to
paint, sing, dance, journal & express our power.

Tantric Art Workshops

The Four Pillars of Tantra

Feminine Yoga & Tantric Meditations

Hormone-balancing Food

Sacred Sexual Practices



Location.
The 18th-century retreat house is
located 1 hour drive from Barcelona.
Situated in the hills of Penedès,
Catalonia, Spain, surrounded by forests
and vineyards.

The spacious rooms are beautifully
designed to provide comfort, privacy
and deep relaxation. 

Take a dip in the pool, sun bathe in the
garden, hike in nature and sip a herbal
tea whilst gazing at the forest & writing
your morning pages to the sounds of
birdsong in this private, beautiful home.

We offer twin and triple room options,
see page 11 for pricing.



Our retreat is based on the four pillars of Tantra:
breath, movement, silence & sound. Therefore each
day will begin with a tantric meditation including
elements of breath work, followed by feminine
embodiment yoga and breakfast in silence. 

After stimulating and arousing tantric art workshops
with enough time to rest, we will end each day with
sound – either through voice activations or sound
healings. Through these four pillars of Tantra we will
stir up the waters of our yonis and wombs to
experience healing orgasms, pleasure & play. 

With initiations and ancient teachings of mythological
sacred sex goddesses, such as Lilith, Maria Magdalena,
Isis and Aphrodite, we will activate different gates of
pleasure, reclaiming our body as a temple of Eros. 

The Four Pillars
of Tantra.



In our feminine embodiment practices and somatic
yoga classes, we will reclaim our divine feminine
essence. While drawing inspiration from the sacred sex
goddesses, we will activate the gates of pleasure in our
body to feel juicy and vital. This is a space for you to be
exactly who you are. Arrive into a place of deep
reverence for the magic of your beautiful body. 

Tap into the sacred sexual energy that courses
through your veins through womb-led, sensual
practices that ignite your inner fire. Surrender to the
stillness of womb based yin yoga and soak up the
opportunity to listen to the wise whispers that come
from your sacred space when everything falls silent. 

The practices are designed to leave you feeling deeply
inspired, connected and alive.

Feminine Yoga.



Tantric Art.

In our tantric art practices we will discover creativity
and sexuality as the language of the feminine and
experience the raw expression of our wild woman
archetype through Tantra and intuitive art.

Our tantric rituals are tailored for you to dive into the
power of creation and life force itself. In these intimate
encounters with your inner creatrix, you will create a
union between the womb and the heart, the sexual and
the creative energy, the yin and the yang. Merging
intuitive art with tantric wisdom will help you connect
to your womb as the origin of creation. Unleash the
creativity swrirling in your womb and yoni and turn
yourself on, in and beyond.

Become the creatrix of your life. Become the artist, the
canvas and the muse & birth a new you into being.



Through opening up the gates of pleasure in our body
activating the cervix, the womb and the throat, we will
engage in sacred sexuality practices and learn about
the principles of Neo Tantra. We will guide you
through a sensual discovery of your body as a temple
of Eros and make you redisocver erotic innocence and
play. In a safe space of sisterhood, we will explore
limiting beliefs, pains, traumas and numbness held in
the archive memory of our body, and gently release
them through healing pleasure. 

Our sacred sexuality practices will include tantric
breast massages, sensual nude paintings and mindful
masturbations with oils. We will talk about tantric
orgasms, jade egg practices and yoni massages, helping
you to rediscover the multidimensional realm of your
femninie sexuality, orgasmic bliss and self-love.

Sacred Sexuality.



You'll be deeply nourished with the most incredible
array of seasonal, delicious, plant-based meals. Our
chef cooks with such love and reverence for the
ingredients she uses. Each dish is carefully planned to
provide you with hormone-balancing meals that will
leave you feeling energised, revitalised and inspired.

We'll practice food rituals to honour where our food
comes from. Allowing space to slow down and truly
connect with what we consume. There will be silent
breakfasts to be fully present with all the incredible
flavours, listening to the wisdom of our body as it
receives them.

Every day you'll be given herbal teas and seeds to
support the follicular and luteal phases of your cycle. 

Breakfast, lunch & dinner will be provided. 

Food Rituals.



Helena.

Food Fairy.
Helena cooks delicious and

nurturing, plant based foods
that help to balance feminine

hormones, reduce
inflammation and reconnect
with what your body needs.

Our team.

Pau Luna. Alice.Desirea.

Yoga teacher.
As a yoga teacher and intuitive
artist, Pau creates a connection

between creativity, divine
femininity, and moon astrology
– guiding women circles, lunar

yoga classes, yin & moon rituals.
 

Yoga teacher.
Alice adores conjuring up

beautiful, feminine practices
that help women to reconnect

to their sensuality, reignite
their vitality and harness the

epic power within them.

Conscious Concierge.
Des tailors programs that support
your unique process of discovery.

She dedicates herself to the
practice of yoga, breathwork,
meditation, coaching (NLP) &

medicinal plant journeys.
 



This women's retreat is a reclamation of sacred sexual
sovereignty that is your birthright. 

Under the light of the Flower Full Moon we come
together as sisters, each with our own stories and
wisdom to unite together. This experience is designed
to lead you home to yourself. You will be in awe at the
magic you can create through tantric art, deep
embodiment, play, pleasure, rest and restoration. 

Cup your hands around a tea whilst you meditate in
the morning, followed by delicious yoga in the most
stunning sala. Nourish your body with lovingly
prepared meals that leave you feeling vibrant and
satisfied. Tap into your highest creative potential with
tantric art designed to awaken the creative & sexual
lifeforce within. Learn how to hold space for one
another as you sit in sacred circle. Empower yourself
through pleasure and joy and Rise Women Rise. 

What to expect.



Pricing.

Shared Room with Shared Bathroom 
& Twin Room with Private Bathroom

 

750€
 



Ready to join us?
How 
to book?

We can't wait to unfold the
art of pleasure with you!

email: info@shantivida.org
 

We ask for payment to be
made in full by cash at Shanti
Vida for Barcelona guests
and by transfer for
international guests. 

Please get in touch by email
to reserve your place. 



Retreat Testimonials

"Mind-blowing,
inspiring, mystical,

feminine!" 
"Absolutely incredible. More than I

expected  and I am so grateful for this
experience and opportunity."

"Intensa, mágica, emprendedora, poderosa!"

"Transformative, expansive and
reawakening.  It was powerful experience,

a lot more impactful then I expected". 

"It was awesome! Really what I needed
 and more, it surpassed my expectations""


